Saturday· Jul 31 Session 6 (Afternoon) •Rodin Coil Technology
Ace-O-Clubs Motor...
Using Pulsed Rodin Coil
Jack Scholze

Rodin Torus
ExtraOrdinary Application of
Vortex Based Mathematics
Randy Powell

This thorough and easily absorbable
overview of Vortex Based Mathematics and it’s applications will include a
comprehensive analysis of the mathematical formulation of the Rodin Torus
beginning with the fundamental axioms
of the Rodin Symbol of Enlightenment
Schematic. The construction, form,
and function of a mathematical torus
based on these principles will be examined. Topics covered will include
mathematical perfection and number
stillness, vibration and functionality, the
number nine, self-similarity, fractals,
polarity, diagonal motion and bilateral
symmetry, harmonic doubling and halving, powers of ten, inverse reciprocals,
harmonic phasing, and triangulated
polarization, multiplication tables as
an implosion/explosion interferometry
Pattern, numbers as pulses, fields, and
one way vortexes.
Any and all technical applications of
this mathematics will be explored. This
includes the importance of sound in
connection to acceleration, gap spaces
and electrical efficiency, why there is
no such thing as electro-magnetism,
gravity as a result instead of a force,
vortices, buoyancy and anti-gravity, supercomputing and number compression,
plasma coils, quantum non-locality,
antennas and sound systems, magnetic
flux fields, gene expression and noninvasive surgery, fractal architecture,
pyramids, and lastly singularity, implosion and inexhaustible energy.

A brushless DC pulse motor powered by
a Rodin coil coupled to a shaft mounted
neodymium cylinder magnet rotor. The
low voltage DC pulses are synchronized
to the rotor via a Hall-Effect sensor,
which provides a regenerative feedback
loop. The motor runs smoothly at all
speeds, and without a load will accelerate to 25,000 RPM and higher, limited
only by the friction in the bearings and
air resistance. The Rodin coil provides
a powerful pulsing magnetic field near
the center of the coil. The motor torque
is proportional to the strength of these
fields and the strength of the permanent
magnet fields of the neodymium rotor,
which is magnetized through the diameter. It is an off the shelf 1 inch diameter
cylinder from K&J Magnetics.

A secondary function of the motor is
the charging function provided by the
collapsing magnetic fields which occur
during each motor pulse. These voltage
spikes are fed to a diode and on to the
charging item, which may include batteries and capacitors. A portion of the
input energy to the motor is recaptured
in this manner. The motor is setup to run
solely on Supercapacitors as an option,
to see how well the charge function recaptures the incident source energy.

Health & Biological Effects
of the ExtraOrdinary Rodin Coil
Use of Rodin coils is
strictly experimental!
––––––––––
Always Exercise
Caution When Using
Any Electrical Device!

This lecture will be about the various
ways to energize the Rodin coil and
configure it to bring about desirable
biological effects in both human and
plant cells. The current design of the
coil presented has never been shown
or demonstrated in public before. Testimonials will be provided from people
who have experienced the coil’s effects
as well as introduce scientific evidence
proving the theory behind its energy
generation and effects on living cells.
Attendees will see how the counterrotating electromagnetic vortex of
a specially built Rodin coil when
energized with the proper harmonic frequencies can stimulate certain portions
of DNA. Research conducted in the
1990s by J. Benveniste used a computer
sound card and a pulsed electromagnetic wave to reproduce sounds in bodies
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of test subjects where tissue cells then
stimulated the natural communication
with other cells in the body, effectively
replacing the need for pharmacological
and harmful drugs previously needed to
affect the same result.
This new device doesn’t just produce
sound but also an electromagnetic
vortex coupled with a pulsed magnetic
field that penetrates living cells with
special harmonic frequencies. These
frequencies, or multiple harmonics
of frequencies, are derived from the
cosmic number of 432.which is found
in ratios and lengths of the Earth,
Moon, Sun, the Great Pyramid of Giza,
Stonehenge, and many other seeming
“coincidences” which I will reveal.
The geometry of this coil combined
with the cosmic harmonic of 432 produces the Pythagoras Music Spiral and
the Fibonacci Intervals which stimulate
living cells into becoming what Nature
naturally intended; vibrant, healthy, and
immune from disease.
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